Spotlight Script for Moderators

Below is a sample script to be recorded by the moderator during the group recording or separately. The Moderator may follow this script verbatim or loosely, however, please note the remarks should be welcoming and brief. If recorded remarks extend beyond the intent of the role, AAAS will need to make edits at its discretion.

Hello. I am [insert your name], and I am the moderator of the full scientific session, [Session Title].

Thank you for joining us. This presentation is one of 3 pre-recorded videos focusing on a speaker’s material, before all the panelists come together in February during the live discussion.

In this video, [Featured Speaker Full Name] will be discussing [topic in 1 sentence]. Later on in this video [Featured Speaker’s first name] and I will further delve into the material.

Welcome [Featured Speaker's First Name]!

Thank you again [Featured Speaker First Name] for your thoughtful presentation.

Just a reminder this is but one of three spotlight videos focusing on the individual work of the speakers, before they all come together in February in the live panel [Session title]

Please check the AAAS Annual Meeting website for the panel’s date and time.

Again, thank you [Featured Speaker] and you the audience... and we will see you live in February!